One-arm multi-mount support
Offers a variety of mounting options
plus handy time saving built-in X-Y and leveling adjustability

Order kit # K94.49

This kit includes necessary hardware, (2) mounting blocks, tack plate, center ring and clamping block.

Bearing inserts are sold separately.

Bearing insert part numbers are #A922 for the 1.75” diameter bar and #9233 for the 2.25” diameter bar

Mount the supports with the tack-bars for large diameter work, or when extra clearance is required for face cutting or groove cutting. The tack-bars may be mounted horizontally or vertically depending on individual job requirements. Standard height bars shown. Optional tall bars are also available. All bars now allow fine tuning with included level screws.

Tack-bars installed

Mount the supports with the tack-plate for smaller diameter jobs or when extra clearance is not needed. The same tack-plate may be used for the standard one-arm supports as well.

Tack-plate installed

Shown with #A922 bearing

Shown supporting the BB6
Compact circular support

Offers many mounting options. Great for tight spaces or for adding additional boring bar, bore welder or boring bar drive support when desired.

Offers X-Y and leveling adjustment after being mounted to workpiece.

Order Kit #K94.50

This kit includes the necessary hardware, (3) extension arms and center ring assembly.

Bearing inserts are sold separately.

Bearing insert part numbers are #A922 for the 1.75” diameter bar and #9233 for the 2.25” diameter bar

Shown supporting the BOA-C45 (left) and with #A922 bar support bearing (right)

For added bar rigidity and support, add the #K94.50 compact circular support with bearing insert to the #K94.49 one-arm support as shown